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Friday, January 7, 2022 
TO: 

Natalie Majer #8626 (OPP Midland) 
PC Jeff Dorion (OPP Midland) 
All other OPP officers who were present (approx 10 or more) 

OPP, 16864, ON-12, Midland, ON L4R 4K8 
 
This is an inquiry on the status  of the criminal investigation against Commander Joseph Evans 
(Midland OPP INCIDENT #  E210832236). 
 
LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER.  
Refusal to sell food to an identifiable group of people is GENOCIDE and an INHUMANE ACT.  
Refusal to employ an identifiable group is GENOCIDE and an INHUMANE ACT. 
 
On Friday, October 22, 2021,  around 1PM, with approximately 35 people (complainants) in 
attendance in the OPP parking lot, a criminal complaint against OPP  Midland - Commander 
Joseph Evans was made to: 

Natalie Majer #8626 (OPP Midland) 
PC Jeff Dorion (OPP Midland) 
All other OPP officers who were present (approx 10 or more). 

 
Ontario Lieutenant Governor did commit numerous crimes - as detailed out in the CRIMINAL 
INFORMATION documentation linked with Midland OPP INCIDENT #  E210832236. 
PARLIAMENT did commit numerous crimes - as detailed out in the CRIMINAL INFORMATION 
documentation linked with Midland OPP INCIDENT #  E210832236. 
PARLIAMENT did cause serious interference and obstruction in the prevention of crime and of 
offences against the laws of Canada and the laws in force in any province. 
PARLIAMENT did seriously interfere and obstruct the rights and freedoms in CANADA.  
PARLIAMENT did commit criminal code violation section 126 "Disobeying a Statute" - the 
Canadian Bill of Rights, and other statutes. PARLIAMENT actively refused to ensure the protection 
of these rights and freedoms in Canada - disobeying a statute (cc s126). 
They are party to GENOCIDE as they are assisting in the destruction of an identifiable group such 
as people with mask exemptions or the unvaccinated or those who refuse to state their status. 
They are party to MURDER as LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER (cc s220, 229(c)). 
 
Commander Joseph Evans is/was party to these offenses, and perverted and defeated the course 
of justice (s139(2)). SUICIDES have occurred. LOCKDOWN SUICIDES become MURDER. 
GENOCIDE is also occurring. 
 
It is hereby requested that a full status update to the complainants, as well as in a public 
communiqué, be made forthwith. 
 
 
Copy to: 

Joe Pileggi #9932 
Marcus G. J. Lee 
Sean Bower 
Mark LaFrance 

OPP, Orillia ON 


